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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Our nation’s decisions about how to produce, transport, and use energy were once seen as 
the province of a narrow band of specialists and the interest of a small but committed group of 
consumer advocates. In recent years, however, energy policy has moved squarely into the public’s 
zone of concern. People are increasingly aware of energy’s profound implications for public 
health and safety, national security, and climate change. They’re realizing that energy policy is 
not only about heating and cooling homes more efficiently, transitioning away from fossil fuels, 
and achieving “energy independence.” It’s also about equity and justice, regardless of wealth or 
background. It’s about shaping the decisions that profoundly affect our lives and our future. It is 
about democracy.

Yet, as members of the public tune into debates over energy policy, they face considerable 
barriers that prevent them from engaging with those who make energy-related decisions on 
our behalf. Like many government agencies, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) does not meaningfully engage the public in its various administrative proceedings. 
This is important because FERC oversees much of the nation’s energy infrastructure and sets 
energy market rules, rates, and reliability standards. As a result of limited measures for public 
participation within this influential agency, only the most sophisticated and privileged among 
us (often those paid to advocate for corporate interests and the wealthy few) have real power to 
influence important policymaking processes within FERC.

Structurally marginalized groups face the highest barriers to participation and pay the highest 
price for lack of access. Long subject to environmental racism, low-income communities 
of color are more likely to experience higher rates of illness — and shorter lifespans as a 
result — due to energy-related harms. Low-income communities, as well as the elderly and 
disabled, also experience disproportionate energy burdens, meaning that they must allocate 
a higher percentage of their income to energy. Decision-making about energy rates and new 
infrastructure substantially affects these people’s lives, yet these groups often lack the resources 
or physical proximity to decision-making processes to fully or effectively participate in them. 
And even amid a digital revolution that has democratized access to information, a pandemic 
that has normalized and increased remote work and learning, and massive social movements 
demanding racial justice, federal agency rulemaking has become more technocratic and still fails 
to take environmental justice into full account.

It is past time for federal regulatory agencies to better engage the public and incorporate their 
unique on-the-ground perspectives to inform their work and make better, fairer decisions. 
To its credit, FERC is taking steps to do so and has created a new leadership role focused on 
environmental justice and equity. A major structural change is also underway: after decades of 
delay, FERC is now creating a new Office of Public Participation (OPP) to empower the public 
through more inclusive and responsive policymaking processes.
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This report provides core constituencies — agency policymakers, advocates for energy 
justice, and members of the public who are concerned about our energy future — with 
the information they need to ensure the OPP achieves its goal of promoting greater energy 
democracy at FERC. It begins by describing FERC’s role in energy policy and how its actions 
impact Americans; it then reviews FERC’s progress thus far in constituting the OPP. Finally, it 
offers recommendations to ensure the OPP achieves its goals and lessons to enhance regulatory 
democracy and equity across all federal regulatory agencies.

To meaningfully engage new and broader constituencies, this report urges the OPP to:

 ■ Audit FERC’s existing procedural requirements for participating in the 
agency’s natural gas proceedings and identify opportunities for streamlining and 
simplification.

 ■ Serve as the main point of contact with communities affected by natural gas 
pipeline development.

 ■ Develop new tools and practices for “translating out” technocratic FERC 
proceedings to make their impacts understandable, relevant, and actionable to the 
public. Specifically, OPP staff should:

 ☐ Identify proceedings where structurally marginalized groups have the most interest.

 ☐ Provide trainings, layperson-oriented informational materials, and designated point 
people to respond to inquiries from community members.

 ☐ Improve participation and transparency in regional governance processes.

 ☐ Ensure that adequate resources are dedicated to carrying out these tasks in a timely 
and effective manner.

 ■ Explore available options for making Regional Transmission Organizations 
(RTOs) and Independent System Operators (ISOs) — nonprofit entities that carry 
out important grid management work on FERC’s behalf — more inclusive of and 
responsive to members of the public. The OPP should develop a comprehensive set of  
recommendations for achieving this goal and share them with relevant policymakers.

 ■ Follow these principles when designing FERC’s “intervenor funding” program:

 ☐ Broadly construe “costs” eligible for compensation and reject cost caps.

 ☐ Prioritize funding for structurally marginalized communities.

 ☐ Minimize uncertainty as much as possible for groups seeking intervenor funding.

 ☐ Promote program integrity by integrating institutional independence into the   
intervenor funding implementation process.

 ■ Take necessary steps to bring about a change in FERC’s internal culture so that 
it genuinely values and embraces public engagement.
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Finally, this report draws from FERC’s experience of developing the OPP to identify best 
practices that other federal agencies can adopt and adapt to help promote greater public 
engagement with their own administrative proceedings. These include:

 ■ Surveying different groups of the public affected by their actions, including seeking to 
better understand what members of these groups see as the most important impacts of the 
agency’s actions and why they are seen as important by these individuals;

 ■ Identifying and cataloging the various barriers facing members of the public during 
regulatory proceedings;

 ■ Formulating strategies to overcome any barriers to participation the agency has  
identified; and

 ■ Developing a genuine culture of inclusivity and responsiveness to ensure that new public 
participation strategies are fully integrated into the agency’s DNA.

If done right, the OPP could be the federal government’s first meaningful step toward true 
energy democracy. As such, it could be a model for regulatory democracy writ large, one that is 
embraced and emulated by agencies across the federal government. The stakes — for equity and 
justice, for democracy and independence, and for our planet — are high.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2017, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
published a final environmental 
analysis of the Atlantic Coast Pipeline 
that included a startling conclusion: 
The pipeline, slated to transport 
natural gas from West Virginia to 
Virginia and North Carolina, would 
not unduly harm any majority-Black 
communities and thus did not raise 
any significant environmental 
justice concerns.

That conclusion must have 
surprised the residents of Union Hill, 
Virginia, a small rural community in 
the center of the state that emerged as 
a flashpoint in the broader fight over the controversial pipeline’s future. Settled by freed slaves in 
the aftermath of the Civil War and predominantly Black today, Union Hill was not only caught 
in the path of the pipeline; it had also been selected as the site for a component of the pipeline 
called a compressor station. These facilities emit air pollutants linked to such human health 
harms as asthma and heart disease, and they also pose an explosion risk, which can endanger 
nearby communities.

It turns out that FERC’s analysis, which the agency used to justify the permits it issued 
allowing construction of the pipeline, rested on faulty data that misrepresented the population 
characteristics of Union Hill and other communities along the project’s planned route. 
Nevertheless, FERC’s permit approval process did not provide the residents of Union Hill with 
a meaningful opportunity to counter the environmental analysis with their own, more accurate 
demographic data or to voice other concerns about the pipeline’s potential harmful impacts.1 The 
community ultimately persuaded a federal court to block a key air permit for the compressor 
station, and later the pipeline’s developers abandoned the project altogether, citing cost concerns.

If energy policy was once seen as the province of a narrow band of experts and technocrats, 
Union Hill’s successful fight against the Atlantic Coast Pipeline makes clear that this is no longer 
the case, nor should it be. How we produce, transport, and use energy is attracting more public 
attention than ever, precisely because such questions implicate important, widely shared values 
like justice and fairness and because their ultimate resolution touches our lives in profound ways. 
In the past, public attention to regulators’ development of energy policy was often confined 
to consumer advocacy concerns, such as those relating to cost and reliability. In recent years, 
however, a growing awareness of the potentially harmful consequences of our energy choices 
— including those related to national security, the environment, public health, and, above all, 
climate change — has moved energy policy more squarely into the public’s zone of concern.

Environmental justice refers to the 
equitable distribution of environmental 
hazards (e.g., pollution) and environmental 
benefits (e.g., parks) for all people, 
regardless of their race, color, ethnicity, 
or any other aspect of their economic or 
social status. Further, it requires that all 
people have a meaningful opportunity to 
participate in any decision-making process 
for policies addressing such environmental 
hazards or benefits.
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The story of Union Hill also touches on a closely related issue that is attracting increased 
public attention — namely, how systemic power disparities contribute to our greatest policy 
challenges. Many Americans have come to recognize that unless we address underlying 
disparities, we will not be able to make meaningful progress on climate change, racially 
motivated police violence, economic inequity, and other pressing social challenges. Consistent 
with this recognition, leading social movements — including those behind the Green New Deal, 
Black Lives Matter, and the Fight for $15 — focus on the need to make our government more 
people-driven. A greater commitment to democratic governance would, among other things, 
promote new opportunities and new fora for sustained and meaningful public participation in 
existing policymaking processes. That the harmful effects of climate change, growing economic 
inequality, and other social problems are only going to get worse for structurally marginalized 
communities makes addressing this challenge all the more urgent.

In this report, we refer to the concept of making energy policy more responsive to and 
inclusive of the public, particularly members of structurally marginalized communities, as 
“energy democracy.”2 As documented below, FERC has historically been inhospitable to energy 
democracy. Instead, agency processes have frequently excluded most members of the public, 
and particularly members of structurally marginalized communities. What’s worse, the agency 
has failed to take environmental justice into full and fair account, leaving low-income people of 
color and other populations disproportionately impacted by energy decisions with little say in 
decisions about policies that shape their lives and determine their outcomes.

To their credit, current FERC leaders recognize the agency’s poor track record on integrating 
environmental justice concerns into its decision-making processes. In the past year, the 
commission even began taken steps to better account for environmental justice considerations in 
major areas of its work and has created a new leadership role focused on environmental justice 
and equity.3 Unfortunately, these efforts immediately stirred up a considerable political backlash 
from the fossil fuel industry and conservative lawmakers. In response, FERC leadership have 
paused the effort, and it remains uncertain whether these new policies will ever be formally 
implemented.

Even more significantly still, a major structural change is underway at FERC: a new Office 
of Public Participation (OPP), charged with empowering the public through more inclusive 
and responsive policymaking processes. This report explores in greater detail the development 
of the OPP and its potential for advancing energy democracy at FERC. It begins by describing 
FERC’s role in energy policy and how its actions impact the daily lives of Americans. Next, it 
reviews FERC’s progress thus far in constituting the OPP and then offers recommendations that 
the agency should adopt to ensure that the OPP is able to function as effectively as possible in 
promoting greater energy democracy. Finally, it closes by drawing out general lessons from the 
OPP that could support greater regulatory democracy and equity in other policy contexts.
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THE NEED TO IMPROVE ENERGY DEMOCRACY AT FERC

One of several federal agencies that contribute to the implementation of energy policy in the 
United States, FERC focuses on electricity transmission and sales and the interstate transportation 
of natural gas. (Natural gas is now the single largest source of U.S. electricity generation. In 
contrast, oil plays a very small role in U.S. electricity generation, and FERC has limited authority 
over issues related to oil transportation.) Accordingly, its main responsibilities are:

 ■ Overseeing the development and operation of the nation’s energy infrastructure.  
FERC determines whether companies may build interstate natural gas pipelines and   
where they will be located. This function includes granting natural gas pipeline    
companies the power of eminent domain, which involves taking private property, even   
against a landowner’s wishes, for use by the pipeline and paying the landowner the “fair  
market value” for the property taken. 

 ■ Establishing energy market  
rules. FERC’s design of these 
rules can determine whether 
and to what extent fossil fuel or 
renewable energy resources 
are able to“clear” the markets. An 
energy resource “clears the market” 
when all of it is sold at a particular 
established price. (In general, the 
cheapest energy sources on offer sell 
first, followed by the next cheapest, 
until existing demand has been 
met. Thus, the more expensive a 
particular energy resource is, the 
less likely it will clear the market.)

For the purposes of FERC’s role in 
electricity policy, fossil fuel resources  
generally include natural gas and to a lesser 
extent coal, which is rapidly declining as a 
fuel source for electricity generation. The 
role of oil is even more limited.  Renewable 
energy resources generally include solar, 
wind, geothermal energy, and hydropower 
(which are often coupled with such measures 
as consumer efficiency, demand response 
programs, and battery storage).

OVERVIEW OF FERC’S ROLE IN ENERGY POLICY
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 ■ Setting transport rates. These rates dictate the cost of transmitting natural gas and 
electricity among producers and utilities prior to final retail sale to consumers (including 
households and businesses) and affect the ultimate price that consumers pay for electricity 
and gas. 

 ■ Ensuring the “lights stay on” through “reliability standards.” The North American 
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), an international nonprofit entity, proposes 
reliability standards, which FERC approves or rejects. These standards apply to most 
aspects of the “bulk power system” — generation and transmission — that provides 
electricity within the continental United States and parts of Canada and Mexico. Their 
goal is to ensure that electricity is provided no matter how much is demanded and is 
available whenever it is demanded, even on very hot or cold days, or mornings or early 

HOW FERC SHARES JURISDICTION OVER ENERGY POLICY WITH THE STATES

Understanding FERC’s role in energy policy requires a basic understanding of how energy law 
divides oversight responsibilities for different parts of the energy system among different levels of 
our government. The Federal Power Act and Natural Gas Act charge FERC with regulating: 

 ■ Wholesale sales of electricity and natural gas in interstate commerce — that is, sales from 
producers to or among utilities;

 ■ The operation of and price charged for the infrastructure (e.g., pipelines and transmission 
lines) used to transport electricity and natural gas; and

 ■ The construction and siting of interstate natural gas pipelines.4

Energy law generally defers most other regulatory activities to states, including authority over:

 ■ Retail sales of electricity and natural gas — that is, sales from utilities to individual 
residential, commercial, and industrial consumers;

 ■ Distribution of electricity and gas (the construction of distribution lines and the rates 
charged for their use);

 ■ Siting and permitting of inter- and intrastate electric transmission lines except for the 
portion of lines that cross federal public lands and lines built by federal power marketing 
administrations (e.g., the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)); and

 ■ Many aspects of the production of oil and gas and the construction of electric power plants 
(except for nuclear plants).5 
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The following table summarizes these jurisdictional roles. Note, though, that legal authority 
over a particular issue of energy policy is often subject to important caveats, which the chart 
denotes by ascribing “jurisdictional leadership” to either the state or federal level as appropriate. 
For example, FERC has full authority over the construction and siting of interstate natural gas 
pipelines. But states may still block natural gas pipelines — and have done so — using non-
energy laws. For projects approved by the federal government that may affect water quality, 
the Clean Water Act gives states the right to certify that they comply with state water quality 
standards or to deny certification. To take another example, the Federal Power Act assigns 
to states exclusive authority over retail electricity sales. Yet, many practices viewed largely as 
related to retail sales activities, and thus within the purview of states, can also affect wholesale 
rates, thereby potentially (and sometimes actually) implicating FERC’s regulatory authority as 
well.

TABLE 1. FEDERAL AND STATE JURISDICTION OVER ENERGY

Major Energy Policy Issue State Jurisdiction Federal Jurisdiction

Construction and siting of 
natural gas pipelines

Intrastate pipelines
Interstate pipelines (certificate of 
public convenience and  
necessity)

Construction and siting of 
electric transmission lines

Inter- and intrastate transmission 
lines, with exceptions

Energy Policy Act of 2005 Sec-
tions 1221 and 12226;  
Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act7

Construction and siting of oil 
pipelines

Jurisdictional leadership

Rates charged for use of  
natural gas pipelines

Intrastate pipelines Interstate pipelines

Rates charged for use of  
electric transmission lines

Intrastate transmission lines Interstate transmission lines

Wholesale electricity rates Jurisdictional leadership

Wholesale natural gas rates Jurisdictional leadership

Retail electricity rates Jurisdictional leadership

Wholesale electricity rates Jurisdictional leadership

Distribution of natural gas Jurisdictional leadership

Distribution of electricity Jurisdictional leadership

Reliability of the bulk power
system

Jurisdictional leadership
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HOW FERC’S ROLE IN ENERGY POLICY IMPACTS ISSUES OF PUBLIC CONCERN
In 2021, FERC achieved something 

approximating minor pop culture status 
thanks to Rep. Sean Casten’s (D-Ill.) 
“Hot FERC Summer” campaign, 
which helped educate the public about 
the important role the agency plays in 
facilitating an effective transition to clean, 
renewable energy in the United States.8 
Even before then, the agency’s visibility 
among the public was increasing because 
its work intersects with so many areas of 
expanding public concern and interest 
such as climate change and environmental 
justice.9 This section explores FERC’s 
role in decisions surrounding pipelines 
and low-carbon energy resources and the 
types of stakeholders who participate in 
these decision-making processes.

HOT FERC SUMMER

Rep. Casten: “As climate activist Fergie 
would certainly say, the FERC-alicious 
definition is to make our planet cooler. . . . 
Having a well air-conditioned home when 
it’s ‘hot, hot,’ that’s FERC-alicious, getting 
your electricity from the lowest cost reliable 
source — FERC-alicious — an electric 
transmission system that keeps everything 
from electric vehicles to steel mills running 
with zero-carbon electricity, FERC-alicious.”

NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
FERC is the sole entity that approves 

the construction of interstate natural 
gas pipelines, although FERC works 
with many agencies in reviewing the 
environmental impact of pipelines  
under the National Environmental 
Policy Act. Before a pipeline company 
can construct an interstate natural gas 
pipeline, it must obtain from FERC a 
“certificate of public convenience and 
necessity” under the Natural Gas Act, 
which the agency issues only upon 
determination that the public benefits of 
a project outweigh its adverse impacts.

In making that assessment, FERC long relied on a “Certificate Policy Statement” issued in 
199910, which set forth the process for determining when a pipeline is “needed” and weighing 
that need against its adverse impacts on existing pipeline customers, other pipelines and their 
customers, and landowners in the path of the pipeline. In recent years, however, FERC has 
come under fire from environmental groups, landowners, and the federal courts for failing to (1) 
more fully consider changing market conditions for natural gas and alternative energy sources in 
determining project need and (2) minimizing the adverse effects of pipelines, including climate 
impacts and environmental justice concerns.

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1420389411280281603
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FERC appeared ready to finally address these concerns when, in February 2022, it issued an 
“Updated Certificate Policy Statement” indicating its intent to expand the types of evidence it 
would consider regarding both project need and adverse impacts.11 Regarding adverse impacts 
specifically, under the updated policy, FERC declared it would more fully consider greenhouse 
gas emissions associated with proposed pipelines, other environmental impacts, a fuller range 
of landowner concerns, and environmental justice impacts in determining whether proposed 
pipelines are in the public interest.

Following a large outcry from the fossil fuel industry and conservative lawmakers, FERC later 
announced that it would not follow through with the updated policy and instead would continue 
following the old Certificate Policy Statement while it studied the underlying issues further. In 
a recently released five-year strategic plan for the agency, FERC leadership indicated that the 
key issues in its abandoned updated policy, including climate change and environmental justice, 
remained priorities. Nevertheless, the future status of efforts to update the Certificate Policy 
Statement to better account for these factors remains uncertain.

Regardless of what happens, other major considerations that are important to the public 
still receive relatively short shrift in the pipeline approval process, including, for example, 
potential safety issues.12 For example, in Pennsylvania, the state attorney general has charged the 
developer of Mariner East 2, an interstate natural gas pipeline, with multiple criminal counts for 
repeatedly spilling dangerous drilling fluid and other harmful pollutants, including into nearby 
wetlands, during construction.13 In 2018, another pipeline being built by the same developer 
exploded during construction, destroying a home and forcing the evacuation of several other 
families in the area.14

As FERC approves more interstate pipelines, community-based and other grassroots groups 
are increasingly participating in FERC processes and voicing concerns about pipelines. For 
instance, in 2016 several groups in New Jersey filed a motion with FERC challenging the 
development of the PennEast Pipeline, which was planned to run through their communities. 
An attorney representing the groups explained that their motion was necessary because “FERC 
must have substantial evidence of significant public benefit to approve PennEast’s application, 
but the company’s existing record fails to meet that test.”15

Members of the public and states have also found other ways to block or slow the construction 
of new pipelines, including raising concerns about environmental violations that occur during 
the pipeline construction process and the impact of pipelines on water quality and public health 
and safety. Local groups in West Virginia opposed to the construction of the controversial 
Mountain Valley Pipeline pursued this course by challenging the state’s certification that the 
project would not violate the state’s water quality standards. (West Virginia’s environmental 
agency was able to defeat the lawsuit, however, by taking the surprising step of waiving its 
authority to review the pipeline’s compliance with these standards.) Yet, similar community 
opposition efforts have delayed construction on the project for years.16
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TRANSMISSION LINES AND ZERO-CARBON ENERGY
Growing public concern over the impacts of climate change on individuals and communities 

has also given even greater significance to FERC’s authority in the electricity space over 
generators’ (including renewable generators’) access to the electric grid. First, FERC approves 
the tariffs of electric utilities and other companies that operate electric transmission lines. A 
“tariff” is a document that details the rate transmission line owners may charge for the use of 
their lines (taking into consideration the costs of constructing them) and the terms of service that 
the transmission line operator must offer to generators and power providers that need the lines 
to transmit or receive electricity. The rate determination is key because the rates charged by 
transmission line operators help cover the costs of constructing new lines.

Numerous disputes have arisen around how rates should apply to different types of 
transmission line users.17 Most recently, under its Order No. 1000, FERC specified that rates 
must be based on the “beneficiary pays” principle, meaning the many entities that benefit from 
new transmission lines in a region should share a portion of their construction and maintenance 
costs. Prior to Order No. 1000, FERC approved this type of rate structure in the Midwest, 
where newly built transmission lines supported numerous new wind energy projects and carried 
cheaper electricity to customers throughout the region.18 Spreading out rates in this way can 
incentivize the construction of new lines, although it has also led to strenuous objections from 
some utilities and states that argued they did not benefit from the lines as much as other utilities 
and states.

FERC also approves the procedures that transmission line operators must follow when 
reviewing and approving requests of new generators to interconnect with lines. There are 
currently very long interconnection “queues” with generators waiting to have access to 
lines. Most of the generators in these queues are renewable energy generators and battery 
storage operators that provide critical backup power to renewable energy generators. FERC 
has approved some innovative measures to speed up the interconnection approval process, 
such as “open seasons” in which generators with real commitments to connecting to the 
grid can demonstrate their commitment and pay a fee to jump ahead of others in line. But 
interconnection procedures remain cumbersome and impede the transition to low-carbon 
energy.
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FERC’s regulation of electricity markets 
also substantially affects the pace of 
low-carbon energy development in the 
United States. FERC is on a mission to 
open wholesale markets to low-carbon 
resources, thus expanding these resources’ 
access to potential customers and thereby 
increasing their revenues. For example, 
FERC requires that entities offering 
“demand response” — or energy non-
use in lieu of generation — be able to 
bid into wholesale markets and receive 
compensation comparable to generators. 
FERC also requires grid operators to 
allow distributed energy resources, such 
as rooftop solar and energy storage, to 
participate in wholesale markets.19

In some cases, however, FERC has impeded the participation of low-carbon resources in 
electricity markets. For example, it approved controversial “minimum offer price rules” for 
the markets covering the mid-Atlantic (which is coordinated by a regional transmission 
organization (RTO)20 known as PJM) and New England (which is coordinated by an RTO 
known as ISO-NE). These rules require state-subsidized renewable energy resources to bid into 
capacity markets above a minimum set rate. Capacity markets then determine which resources will 
be compensated in exchange for a promise to make them available in the future to meet potential 
electricity demand.

The upshot of this rule is that it artificially raised the price of affected resources, including 
nuclear and renewable energy resources, thus making it less likely that they would clear these 
markets. Indeed, when the rule was in effect, three nuclear units failed to clear PJM’s auction 
(meaning that their bids were not accepted) even though they would continue running regardless 
of whether they were selected in the capacity auction or not.21 This meant that customers paid for 
additional, potentially unneeded capacity that did clear the market. PJM has since implemented a 
narrower rule that largely avoids these types of impacts; ISO-NE, however, has proposed at least a 
two-year extension of a version of its rule.22 

Another important aspect of FERC’s jurisdiction that has arguably enhanced clean energy 
resources is FERC’s decision not to regulate “net metering.” Through net metering, the owner 
of rooftop solar panels connected to the electric grid can send excess electricity generated by the 
panels — electricity not used by the building — back to the grid. The utility that serves the rooftop 
solar customer then credits the customer for this electricity. FERC has determined that net 
metering is not a “wholesale” sale of energy, even though it involves electricity flowing to a utility, 
which then resells the electricity. Rather, because customers are simply credited for the electricity 
that they send back to the grid, FERC does not treat this as a sale. This provides space for states to 
offer relatively generous net metering policies that encourage rooftop solar, although it also allows 
states to deny net metering altogether, as some have done.

FERC outsources some of the most 
important grid management work to 
private nonprofit entities called regional 
transmission organizations (RTOs) and 
independent system operators (ISOs), 
which FERC oversees and regulates. 
Significantly, RTOs and ISOs are membership 
organizations, comprising primarily industry 
insiders, along with others with a sufficient 
stake in industry outcomes to register as 
members and pay annual membership dues. 
By and large, this structure prevents the 
public from becoming members.
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Finally, Winter Storm Uri in February 2021, which left millions of Texans and others without 
power, highlighted in tragic terms FERC’s important role in regulating grid reliability. Hundreds 
of people died, and many more were in the dark, without heat, for up to four days. For low-income 
families and people of color caught in the storm, who were more likely to live in homes without 
adequate insulation, lack transportation and alternative housing options that would allow them to 
flee the storm, or have insufficient food supplies available, the resulting hardships were particularly 
severe. These groups were also most likely to see the slowest post-storm recovery, with power and 
water being restored to their homes more slowly than in more affluent communities.23

The outages spread quickly as freezing 
temperatures sparked equipment 
failures that knocked entire power plants 
offline. The cold weather also disrupted 
fuel supplies to natural gas plants by 
incapacitating gas wells and transmission 
infrastructure. These catastrophes 
might have been prevented had FERC 
and NERC issued effective mandatory 
winterization standards, an effort that they 
are only now undertaking, or considered 
alternative or additional reliability 
measures such as microgrids. Many 
entities are to blame for this catastrophe, 
including the Texas Railroad Commission’s failure to require winterization of natural gas wells and 
pipeline equipment — thus affecting fuel supply to power plants — and the state Public Utility 
Commission’s failure to require power plant winterization, though NERC and FERC deserve their 
share, too.

Microgrids are relatively small-scale 
generation resources that connect to a 
cluster of buildings, such as a university 
campus or critical infrastructure within a 
neighborhood, and can disconnect from the 
broader grid during a blackout, providing 
continuous power even when the grid is 
down. Microgrids can run on clean energy, 
such as fuel cells powered by hydrogen 
produced with renewable energy, or solar 
panels and batteries.

STAKEHOLDERS WITHIN FERC’S DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
When FERC approves construction of a new natural gas pipeline, reliability standards for the 

bulk electric grid (including generators), rules for transmission line operation and rates, and orders 
that affect zero-carbon generation, several classes of stakeholders participate to varying degrees. 
Individuals and communities impacted by proposed pipelines or other infrastructure, Native 
American tribes, public interest organizations and environmental groups, and neighbors are 
playing an increasingly important and vocal role addressing concerns about impacts. Some groups 
— particularly national environmental groups that have consistently demanded more detailed 
environmental review of the impacts of FERC-approved infrastructure — are repeat players in 
these processes. Industry actors and groups that support FERC-approved infrastructure are also 
repeat players with a deep understanding of how to navigate FERC approval processes and court 
challenges to FERC decisions.
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Beyond private individuals, associations, and corporations, state energy agencies often endeavor 
to influence FERC’s decisions. For example, the Illinois Commerce Commission, which regulates 
Illinois’s electric utilities, has consistently opposed FERC ratemaking for transmission lines 
that allows rates for these lines to be distributed evenly among beneficiaries of the line. The 
commission has alleged that Illinois ratepayers pay higher rates for electricity (as a result of higher 
transmission costs) and will not benefit commensurate with those costs.24 NERC and RTOs that 
operate the grid also sometimes comment on FERC actions, with RTOs often directly challenging 
FERC decisions through requests for rehearing of orders with which they disagree.

The last general class of stakeholders includes those individuals and groups that are not repeat 
players in FERC processes and challenges to FERC actions in court. As described in detail below, 
these individuals and groups face formidable barriers to participation that place them at a concerted 
disadvantage relative to more sophisticated stakeholders. One of OPP’s critical functions, then, is 
to help level the playing field for nonrepeat players and to otherwise offset as much as possible the 
systemic resource and expertise advantages that repeat players enjoy.
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BACKGROUND ON THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Congress first authorized the OPP through the 1978 Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act 
(PURPA), one of the major federal laws that FERC is charged with implementing and enforcing. 
But that authorization essentially lay dormant for over 40 years — until a 2020 appropriations 
law directed FERC to get the OPP up and running, a process the agency formally launched in 
February 2021. The law specifically directed FERC to devise an organizational structure and initial 
budget for the OPP and to update Congress on its progress by June 2021.

As part of its response to these 
directives, FERC launched a four-
month stakeholder outreach process that 
included solicitation of written public 
feedback as well as a series of public 
listening sessions. Significantly, FERC 
focused several public listening sessions 
on particular stakeholder classes, such 
as landowners, consumer advocates, and 
environmental justice communities. 
FERC also hosted a daylong workshop 
that included five panel-led discussions 
featuring members of the public 
that focused on issues related to the 
development of the OPP, such as its 
general structure, functions, and specific 
techniques for promoting equity in 
procedure and public engagement.

The term environmental justice 
communities is often used to describe 
discrete geographic areas that are inhabited 
by members of structurally marginalized 
populations (e.g., low-income/low-wealth 
individuals, people of color, ethnic minorities, 
or immigrants with uncertain legal status) 
who face disproportionately greater exposure 
to environmental or public health hazards or 
who are otherwise disproportionately more 
vulnerable to such hazards due to factors 
related to their socioeconomic status.
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FERC published its report on efforts 
to establish the OPP on June 24, 2021. 
This report summarizes public feedback 
it received through stakeholder outreach. 
It also outlines a timeline of future 
milestones for the OPP’s development, 
including the hiring of a director and 
deputy director and a rulemaking on the 
specific issue of intervenor funding.

Already, though, there are worrying 
signs about OPP’s future efficacy. For 
instance, FERC missed the first milestone 
in its report to Congress when it failed to 
hire a director and deputy director by the 
end of fiscal year (FY) 2021. The director 
was hired a few weeks after FY2021 
ended, and a deputy director was not 
hired until several months after that, in 
February 2022. It is not clear what effect 
these delays will have on later milestones 
set out in the report. Separately, 
the bipartisan infrastructure bill signed into law in November 2021 included an amendment 
eliminating the four-year term limit PURPA originally established for the OPP director. This 
amendment makes it easier for a future FERC chairperson to fire the director and undermine a key 
guardrail against improper political interference in OPP activities.

Intervenor funding is the policy of 
reimbursing stakeholders (“intervenors”) 
for some or all of the costs they incur when 
participating in agency administrative 
actions. Intervenor funding programs are 
typically intended to address the financial 
barriers that can prevent participation 
by underrepresented stakeholders. The 
section of PURPA that created the OPP 
explicitly authorizes the office to establish 
such a program to “provide compensation 
for reasonable [attorneys’] fees, expert 
witness fees, and other costs of intervening 
or participating in any proceeding before” 
FERC, subject to certain specified limits and 
conditions.
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BARRIERS TO PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AT FERC

Even as members of the public increasingly recognize the importance and relevance of FERC’s 
work to their lives, their health and safety, and the issues they care about, they nevertheless face 
considerable barriers that prevent them from engaging with the agency, much less having those 
their concerns actually heeded in the agency’s final decisions. These barriers are by no means 
unique to FERC and in recent years have been the subject of increased attention from academic 
experts, policymakers, and public interest advocates.25

The first and most basic barrier to participation at agencies such as FERC are those that 
arise from a simple failure to “meet the public where it’s at” through what seems to be either 
indifference or a basic misunderstanding among agency staff on how to engage with non-experts. 
Some common failures along these lines include:

 ■ Scheduling public hearings during standard work hours, which are inconvenient 
for many people, and especially members of marginalized communities. Such 
scheduling practices tend to result in a systematic over-inclusion of professional advocates 
– including corporate lobbyists or public interest organization staff – while largely 
excluding members of the public who wish to voluntarily participate.

 ■ Hosting hearings at sites that are inaccessible to mass transit. This is a particular 
hardship for lower-income people who lack reliable access to cars.

 ■ Failing to provide translation services for people who don’t speak English as a 
first language. On similar lines, agencies do not always provide effective notification of 
participation opportunities to affected communities in their native languages.

What makes these material barriers to public participation so pernicious is that they tend to 
reflect and exacerbate the centuries of systemic oppression faced by structurally marginalized 
members of U.S. society. The tragic consequences of such oppression — most notably, economic 
privation and impairments in crucial forms of cultural and social capital — leave members of these 
communities incapable of effectively participating in any form of governance, even under the best 
of circumstances. The practical effect of this class of barriers is that “the best of circumstances” 
rarely, if ever, prevail for the participatory opportunities offered by regulatory agencies.
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Public feedback confirms this problem at the agency. In its June 2021 report, FERC notes 
that many commenters called on the agency to better inform potentially affected members of 
the public about specific actions it was undertaking. They suggested FERC publish relevant 
information on its website and inform the public about upcoming actions via direct mail to 
residences and businesses, email messages, advertisements in newspapers and radio programs, and 
posts on social media platforms. Commenters also encouraged FERC to distribute information to 
municipal government offices and local elected officials, community- and faith-based organizations, 
educational institutions, and other trusted organizations in affected communities. Others called for 
translation services during FERC’s public meetings.26

A second major barrier is that meaningful participation in the regulatory system is increasingly 
resource-intensive. Paradoxically, this problem arises in part from the sheer volume of 
opportunities for public engagement that are available throughout a standard regulatory 
proceeding. To engage in each opportunity requires considerable time and money — resources 
generally available only to the most sophisticated participants. Yet, failing to seize these 
opportunities, due to resource constraints or other factors, severely minimizes the influence 
participants bring to the process. For instance, during a typical rulemaking, participants might 
engage with an agency multiple times before the issuance of a regulatory proposal through various 
ex parte contacts; submit detailed comments after the proposal is issued; avail themselves of other 
participatory opportunities afforded by such laws as the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act or the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act; and hold meetings with the White House Office of Information and 
Regulatory Affairs during the centralized review process.

In its June 2021 report, FERC acknowledged this barrier, observing that its “processes for 
different proceedings can contain multiple deadlines that may prove difficult for participants 
to fully understand and navigate.”27 Further complicating these actions is the extensive grid 
management role that RTOs and ISOs play, under FERC supervision. As noted above, these 
entities wield enormous influence over the development of transmission policy and energy market 
participation rules. But only formal members of RTOs or ISOs, a class that is generally composed 
of corporate entities, can participate in the work that these entities carry out on behalf of FERC. 
On this issue, the June 2021 report discusses many commenters’ suggestions that “OPP help 
stakeholders and the public better understand, and participate in, the processes and proceedings of 
the [FERC]-regulated RTOs and ISOs.”28

A third barrier — and one that is particularly acute at FERC — is the inherently technocratic 
nature of the policy issues under development, which effectively excludes most members of the 
public, particularly those from structurally marginalized communities. Indeed, a strong tension 
lies at the heart of the modern regulatory system. On the one hand, it reflects a strong commitment 
to expertise-driven policymaking, with congressional mandates calling for technology-based 
solutions to our pressing social problems carried out by a diverse array of agency professionals. 
Yet, on the other hand, the rulemaking process depends on sustained public participation, both to 
improve substantive decision-making and to grant it democratic legitimacy. In recent decades, the 
increasingly technocratic nature of regulation has effectively limited meaningful participation to 
only the most sophisticated and best-resourced stakeholders, which generally includes those from 
regulated industry.
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In preparing its June 2021 report, FERC heard from several commenters about this challenge, 
with one noting that the agency’s “proceedings often involve highly complex technical engineering, 
economic, and scientific information that is difficult for a lay-person to understand.”29 Others 
explained that “they often need to hire experts or are disenfranchised from the process given the 
technical complexity of the issues that are presented to” FERC.30

The final barrier, which builds on the first three, is corporate dominance of the regulatory 
system. Even when members of the public are able to overcome other barriers — the material 
inconveniences, the resource constraints, and the technocratic presentation of information — and 
secure their spot at the decision-making table, their voice is often drowned out by those of the 
powerful corporate interests sitting next to them. Corporate entities don’t merely outnumber other 
participants at virtually every step of a regulatory proceeding; they are also much more aggressive 
and often overwhelm agencies with document submissions.31 The upshot: Agencies get a skewed 
perspective on the issues they intend to address through regulation, which then undermines the 
quality and legitimacy of those regulations. Worse still, the voices that are systematically excluded 
often speak for structurally marginalized communities, which reinforces broader problems of 
societal and racial injustice.

FERC’s June 2021 report recognizes the deleterious effects that corporate dominance often has 
on its activities. There, the agency refers to commenters who emphasized that the OPP should 
strive to “place affected communities on equal footing with well-resourced industry stakeholders.” 
The report goes on to note the “large number of commenters expressing concern that [FERC] 
historically has favored industry preferences at the expense of communities and consumers.”32
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A MORE  
INCLUSIVE AND RESPONSIVE OPP

The OPP is, in many ways, an unusual experiment. The typical model of advancing constituent 
interests in energy policy has been that of the “consumer advocate” — a professional office charged 
to act as an expert proxy for the interests of consumers during energy proceedings.33 The OPP rests 
on substantially different conceptual underpinnings, given that its organic statute instructs the 
agency to assist “the public” in speaking for themselves.34 Implicit in this command is a charge for 
FERC to engage new and broader constituencies in more meaningful ways. 

Strategies for successful engagement will likely vary across the components of FERC’s work. 
Natural gas pipeline approval, for example, demands different strategies than electricity sector 
oversight. The following details key recommendations for each sector and explores themes and 
challenges that might unite FERC’s efforts across issue areas.

NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
When it comes to natural gas pipelines, potentially impacted landowners and other nearby 

residents are an obvious core constituency. Yet, as the fight in Union Hill over the Atlantic 
Coast Pipeline illustrates, many residents of affected communities find participation in pipeline 
certificate and siting decisions procedurally and substantively challenging. These challenges have 
multiple causes, from an unnecessarily complex filing system to difficulties in organizing affected 
parties. Accordingly, the OPP should audit FERC’s existing procedural requirements 
for participating in the agency’s natural gas proceedings and identify opportunities for 
streamlining and simplification.

One other feature of the current system is especially problematic: FERC charges pipeline 
companies themselves with acting as the key points of contact with affected communities. The 
OPP should instead manage interactions between interested members of the public and 
pipeline developers. Having the OPP take over this role — or at least provide substantially more 
oversight and resources to affected landowners and communities — would enable the office to 
experiment with ways to make these processes more accessible, legible, and fair to landowners and 
other nearby residents. The OPP’s functions in this respect would mirror much of the work that 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does regarding contaminated properties — and 
many of its best practices likely transfer to FERC.35
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TRANSMISSION LINES AND ZERO-CARBON ENERGY
Perhaps more conceptually challenging is the question of how the OPP might facilitate 

engagement in FERC’s work in the electricity sector. Agency decisions made with respect to grid 
management and electricity market rules affect not only electricity prices but also the economics 
and viability of the transition to clean energy. The agency’s rules also dictate whether smaller-
scale resources, such as community-based renewable energy, energy storage, and rooftop solar, can 
participate in electricity markets. 

The wide-ranging effects of these actions touch on many problems that community-based 
organizations across the country are working to solve, including energy insecurity and the need 
for locally based energy initiatives, as well as efforts to shut down high-polluting “peaker” plants 
(older, inefficient facilities that run during periods of high demand). These organizations have 
valuable opinions and expertise to offer FERC regarding rules’ impacts and reasonability. In most 
cases, however, the links between particular wholesale electricity market tariff designs or grid 
planning processes and localized impacts are difficult to deduce and articulate, even for technical 
experts. 

Here, then, the OPP’s role is not simply to involve an under-engaged but easily identified 
segment of the public in decision-making, but rather to actively seek out and engage new 
community consultants and experts. To do so, the OPP should develop new tools and 
practices for “translating out” technocratic FERC proceedings to make their impacts 
understandable, relevant, and actionable to the public. It should also ensure that adequate 
resources are dedicated to carrying out this task in a timely and effective manner.

Effectively carrying out this recommendation will generally involve two steps. First, the OPP 
will need to identify electricity proceedings where community groups — particularly disadvantaged 
or structurally marginalized groups that don’t have a track record of FERC participation — might 
most have an interest. Second, it will need to provide trainings, layperson-oriented informational 
materials, and designated point people that community members can contact during significant 
proceedings. Drawing on recommendations issued in 2018 by the Administrative Conference of 
the United States,36 the OPP should consider hiring field staff trained in grassroots engagement 
who can build relationships with constituencies who have historically been underrepresented in 
FERC’s proceedings.

A second challenge that OPP confronts in this area relates to efficacy and venue: The electricity 
sector’s unusual governance model makes participation in initial regional proceedings as important 
as participation at FERC itself. As noted above, the predominant model of grid governance in the 
United States delegates considerable authority to membership-based RTOs and ISOs to develop 
energy market rules and tariffs through internal governance processes — all before filing these 
rules and tariffs for FERC approval.37 Once those entities have filed requests to approve their new 
rules and tariffs, the commission is limited by deferential review standards in its ability to shape 
proposals.38 For this reason, the OPP should explore available options for making RTOs 
and ISOs more inclusive of and responsive to members of the public. It should develop 
a comprehensive set of recommendations for achieving this goal and share them with 
relevant policymakers.
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INTERVENOR FUNDING
One of the most important early actions that the OPP is set to take to improve public 

participation is the creation of an intervenor funding program. Several states operate such programs 
to support public engagement with utility regulatory proceedings within their jurisdictions; these 
provide models for the OPP to consider as it designs a national program. The structure of these 
programs varies across states, including with regard to mechanisms for awarding funds, applicant 
eligibility requirements, application deadlines, and the scope and amount of intervenor expenses 
that can receive compensation.39

Designing an intervenor program will require FERC to resolve a host of potentially thorny 
problems. In doing so, FERC should strive to adhere to the following principles: First, the 
intervenor funding program should seek to construe the concept of “costs” eligible for 
compensation as broadly as possible and to explicitly reject any caps on those costs. 
This is essential to ensuring meaningful participation by stakeholders with the greatest resource 
limitations. Second, to the extent possible, the program should prioritize funding for those 
representing structurally marginalized communities. This would necessarily exclude for-
profit corporations and even many nonprofits with a national presence.

Third, program design and implementation should strive to promote as much certainty 
as possible for groups seeking intervenor funding. Because these groups work on such thin 
resource margins, they are not in a position to take significant financial risks in order to participate. 
Faced with uncertainty over funding, they will likely opt out of most participation opportunities. 
To help reduce uncertainty, the OPP should consider designing this program so that it provides 
groups with advanced guarantees of funding, backed by regular communication on deadlines 
and status. Alternatively, the office should consider opportunities for granting partial or full 
upfront funding awards to groups. Instituting such practices would require some creativity on the 
OPP’s part, however, because the authorizing statute directs the office to consider contributions 
intervenors make to the outcome of a particular proceeding as a condition for awarding funds. In 
addition, the OPP should develop clear policy statements and guidance and keep them regularly 
updated, defining key issues regarding implementation of the intervenor funding program.

Fourth, the OPP should strive to build some form of institutional independence into 
the intervenor funding implementation process to promote program integrity. To a large 
extent, programmatic integrity would be achieved by measures aimed at promoting certainty and 
narrowing instances requiring discretion. For those remaining areas requiring some measure of 
discretion, a mechanism to provide independent third-party review would be useful.

Critics of a robust intervenor funding program claim that it might unnecessarily prolong 
proceedings. A well-designed program following the principles outlined above — especially with 
regard to promoting implementation certainty — would likely avoid such problems.40 In addition, 
other mechanisms for strengthening public participation developed and implemented by the OPP 
— such as improved communication, technical assistance, and earlier outreach — would also 
promote overall efficiency in FERC’s regulatory proceedings. The realization of these efficiencies 
will likely more than offset any delays a robust intervenor program might entail.
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FERC’S INTERNAL MANAGEMENT
Across issue areas, the OPP also has a role to play in transforming the agency’s internal practices 

and procedures. Much of the discussion around the OPP to date has focused outward — that is, 
on how the office might more effectively engage the public. But research on public participation in 
administrative law highlights another challenge that the OPP should begin to address: making the 
information held by non-expert members of the public more intelligible and useful to agency staff. 
Research finds that “undervoiced” participants who engage in federal rulemakings often provide 
what has been termed “situated knowledge” derived from their lived experience. The issues they 
raise are germane but expressed in terminology and framing that differs from industry interests or 
other repeat participants in FERC’s proceedings.41

The OPP should take necessary steps to bring about a change in FERC’s internal 
culture so that it genuinely values and embraces public engagement. This organizational 
culture will not only encourage FERC staff to be more empathetic and responsive in their 
interactions with the public. It will also help them to better develop the skill of “translating in” the 
non-expert views and insights those members of the public offer during the agency’s proceedings, 
better ensuring that that views and insights are properly accounted for in FERC’s decision-making. 
Indeed, in its June 2021 report, FERC acknowledges this problem and notes commenters’ many 
recommendations about how to bring about such a cultural change. These recommendations 
include hiring a more diverse staff that includes “individuals with disadvantaged backgrounds” 
and those “having community and grassroots organizing and outreach experience.” Commenters 
also note “the importance of OPP staff having soft skills, such as empathy, cultural sensitivity, and 
flexibility.”42

On this last point, the historic challenges of participation at FERC leave many members of the 
public concerned that the OPP will prove to be little more than window dressing. Certainly, 
the fact that FERC is creating the office more than 40 years late, and only under pressure from 
Congress, does not bolster public confidence. Yet the mandate to create the OPP comes at an 
opportune time. FERC’s current leaders have placed unprecedented emphasis on elevating 
considerations of energy and environmental justice. This same emphasis should inform the mission 
and structure of the OPP. If designed with care, diligence, and adequate resources, the office could 
become a crucial experiment in advancing the Biden administration’s broader aspirations to embed 
equity considerations in administrative decision-making.43

PROMOTING CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AT OTHER AGENCIES
It is past time for federal regulatory agencies to consider how to better engage the public and 

capitalize on their unique on-the-ground perspectives to inform agency work and promote better 
quality decision-making. That is why it is so heartening to see FERC, after decades of delay, finally 
launch the OPP. To make the most of this opportunity, we must also reflect on the lessons learned 
so far from FERC’s early steps on establishing the OPP and consider how this effort might serve as 
a model for other federal regulatory agencies.
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The first thing federal agencies must do is survey different groups of the public affected by their 
actions. “Stakeholder mapping,” in which agencies identify all relevant stakeholder groups to be 
consulted and empowered within decision-making processes, is key to enabling adequate outreach. 
Agencies should give particular attention to those groups representing structurally marginalized 
communities or that have otherwise been historically under-represented in agency processes, 
including people of color and low-income families. Ultimately, this is the “target audience” for the 
agency’s efforts to strengthen meaningful engagement. 

As part of this survey, agencies must also endeavor to better understand what members of these 
groups see as the most important impacts of their actions and why they are seen as important by 
these individuals. The best way an agency can accomplish this is through a significant stakeholder 
outreach effort. The steps taken by FERC as part of its early efforts to develop the OPP, including 
hosting a variety of listening sessions and conducting a public comment period, may provide a 
model for similar outreach efforts. Agencies should also critically assess the outreach mechanisms 
they have used in the past and determine whether they would be appropriate for this effort and 
which adaptations, if any, might be necessary for enhancing their effectiveness. 

Next, agencies must honestly identify and catalog the various barriers facing members of the 
public during regulatory proceedings. For many agencies, this process may not be comfortable 
since it will require them to confront their own historic role in contributing to systemic oppression 
of structurally marginalized communities. Nevertheless, grappling with these kinds of issues is 
essential. In carrying out this assessment, agencies may wish to consider approaches that draw on 
the insights of human-centered design.44 The general goal of these approaches is to get as accurate 
an understanding as possible of what it is like to stand in the public’s shoes and interface with 
an agency. Doing so will help reveal the variety of challenges the public faces — such as poorly 
designed websites or inaccessible public hearing locations — when trying to engage. The agency 
should supplement this work with more traditional public outreach efforts, such as those employed 
by FERC in its initial steps for establishing the OPP.

The next step is to formulate strategies to overcome the challenges outlined in the above-noted 
assessment. As a threshold matter, agencies will likely encounter few legal constraints to employing 
these strategies, but they should nevertheless be mindful of them. Likewise, agencies will generally 
find that implementing most of these strategies rarely requires specific statutory authorization. 
Indeed, the provision in PURPA that authorized the creation of the OPP is a rare exception. 
Nevertheless, agencies need to consider these and other practical constraints for implementing 
these strategies, such as available resources and the need for quick implementation of policy 
priorities. Indeed, improving public participation involves difficult tradeoffs, including the costs of 
implementing new engagement strategies and potential delays arising from careful implementation. 
Strategies to reconcile and resolve these tradeoffs should inform agency efforts to improve public 
engagement.
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One important strategy that all agencies should consider is finding effective ways to engage with 
the public as early as possible. These early stages are when public input is typically most valuable 
to agency decision-makers. Public perspectives shed important light on the competing values at 
stake in a given regulatory proceeding and inform how a particular decision might implicate the 
overarching goals and purposes of the authorizing statute at issue. These perspectives can also 
provide crucial information to agencies on agenda-setting. For instance, if an action is of particular 
importance to a structurally marginalized community, then an agency should consider fast-
tracking that action, consistent with its legal authority and relevant resource constraints.

As the action moves through the regulatory process, it is likely to become increasingly defined by 
complex technical and legal questions that are beyond the ken of most members of the lay public. 
At these later stages, agencies should consider a different suite of strategies to bridge this “expertise 
gap” in ways that permit the public to remain engaged as much as possible. This problem can in 
part be addressed through the “translating out” strategies noted above. Just as important, though, 
agency staff should recognize that non-expert members of the public have valuable insights to offer 
at these latter stages of the rulemaking process. Accordingly, they will likewise need to deploy new 
“translating in” strategies for ensuring that such non-expert views are properly assimilated into the 
expertise-driven framework that typically characterizes many agency proceedings and accurately 
accounted for in the final policy decision.

Finally, to ensure that new public participation strategies are fully integrated into the agency’s 
DNA — rather than treated as a peripheral check-the-box exercise — agencies need to develop a 
genuine culture of inclusivity and responsiveness. The goal should be to recognize the inherent 
value of public input and to sincerely believe that the quality of the agency’s work will be 
fundamentally diminished unless and until that input is meaningfully considered and incorporated 
into decision-making processes. 

In short, agencies must move beyond community consultation to genuine community 
involvement — and ideally empower communities to change substantive aspects of agency-
approved projects. To take an example applicable to the energy context, agencies could potentially 
involve communities in pollinator plantings or maintenance around or under certain energy 
infrastructure, art projects associated with this infrastructure, or creative design strategies 
involving fences or vegetation to make energy projects more aesthetically appealing for neighboring 
communities.

Unfortunately, no one-size-fits-all mechanism exists for achieving such cultural change within 
agencies. Several ingredients can contribute, though, including promoting diversity through 
strategic recruitment practices (e.g., hiring staff from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds or with 
training in community organizing or sociology), carefully designed performance metrics to align 
incentives for agency staff with the goal of promoting public participation, a strong and sustained 
commitment from agency leaders, and allocation of adequate budgetary resources. As noted above, 
the public comments discussed in FERC’s June 2021 report raised many of these issues.

Significant changes in institutional architecture at agencies, such as FERC’s current efforts 
to establish the OPP, can also cultivate a culture of inclusivity. It remains to be seen, however, 
whether the agency will take other necessary steps to bring about this cultural change.
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CONCLUSION

With higher gas prices and climate-
linked natural disasters dominating the 
news headlines, U.S. energy policy has 
come to occupy a prominent position in 
the public consciousness. Attention to the 
constellation of federal agencies charged 
with developing and implementing energy 
policy — including FERC — is expanding 
beyond the “usual suspects” of industry 
insiders to include a growing number 
of members of the public. This upsurge 
has been particularly pronounced among 
members of structurally marginalized 
communities — those primarily 
comprising people of color and low-wealth 
families — who for decades have borne 
a disproportionate share of the negative 
consequences of our energy policies, 
and who now see meaningful public 
participation as an essential precondition 
to correcting future injustices. And yet, 
members of the public continue to face 
barriers in influencing policy decisions – 
energy and otherwise – that shape their 
lives and determine their outcomes.

Against this backdrop, it is heartening 
to see FERC taking long overdue action 
on establishing the OPP. If done right, the 
OPP could be the federal government’s 
first meaningful step toward achieving 
true energy democracy in the United 
States — energy policy guided by broadly 
shared public values and developed and 
implemented through an ongoing and 
durable collaborative process between members of the public and agency professionals. More 
broadly, the OPP could offer a model for regulatory democracy writ large, one that is embraced 
and emulated by agencies across the federal government working on a variety of policy issues of 
public concern.

FERC’s experiment with the OPP is one worth following by policymakers, public interest 
advocates, academic experts, and concerned members of the public, including those from 
structurally marginalized communities, who are interested in strengthening our democracy and, 
particularly, our administrative state. The lessons it offers — for good or ill – will guide future 
efforts at promoting a government that truly is “by the people.”

The Environmental Racism of the 
Weymouth Compressor Station

In 2020, a natural gas company called 
Enbridge completed construction on a large 
compressor station in North Weymouth, 
Massachusetts, as part of its Atlantic Bridge 
Project pipeline. North Weymouth, which 
is just south of Boston, was already home 
to a high concentration of heavy industrial 
facilities, and the community has suffered 
high air pollution and contaminated soil 
for decades as a result. The community’s 
residents, many of whom are low-wealth 
and people of color, suffer greater rates of 
respiratory and heart disease compared 
to the state average. Local activists 
and community-based organizations 
unsuccessfully fought the project for more 
than five years and continue to campaign 
for it to be shut down. Despite community 
opposition, FERC ultimately signed off on the 
compressor station’s construction in 2017.

For more, see Miriam Wasser, The 
Controversial Natural Gas Compressor 
in Weymouth, Explained, WBUR, 
October 13, 2020, https://www.wbur.org/
news/2020/10/13/weymouth-compressor-
explainer-climate-change-enbridge-natural-
gas-fracking.

https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/10/13/weymouth-compressor-explainer-climate-change-enbridge-natural-gas-fracking
https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/10/13/weymouth-compressor-explainer-climate-change-enbridge-natural-gas-fracking
https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/10/13/weymouth-compressor-explainer-climate-change-enbridge-natural-gas-fracking
https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/10/13/weymouth-compressor-explainer-climate-change-enbridge-natural-gas-fracking
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